Effect of medical conditions on improvement in self-reported and observed functional performance of elders.
To evaluate the effect of nine disabling medical conditions upon recovery from functional limitations by elders. Retrospective analysis of prospective longitudinal cohort. Community. Persons aged 65 and older in Framingham Heart Study. Change in function in elders from biennial Examinations 18 (1983-85; baseline) through 23 (1994-96). At each examination, subjects reported limitations in heavy household work, walking up and down stairs, walking half a mile, bathing, toileting, and continence. They were also directly observed for performance of transferring in and out of a chair, dressing, walking 50 feet, and carrying a 10-pound object 10 feet. The prevalence of functional limitations and the incidence of recovery from functional limitation by the subsequent examination for each task were calculated. The effects of congestive heart failure, cognitive impairment, diabetes mellitus, stroke, depressive symptoms, hip fracture, knee pain, claudication, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease were evaluated. The relationship between the total number of comorbid conditions present (0, 1, 2, 3 or more), the presence of each individual condition at the start of each examination cycle, and the incidence of recovery from functional limitations were examined using generalized estimating equations. One thousand eight hundred twenty-five subjects were studied at baseline; 1,026 were available 10 years later. Mean age of subjects at baseline was 73.5 (range 61-95); 60.7% were women. The prevalence of functional limitations ranged from 3.1% to 29.8% at biennial Examination 18 and increased to 15.1% to 32.4% at Examination 23. The incidence of recovery ranged from 3.2% to 78.4% depending upon the task and the examination cycle. Increasing disease burden, as measured by the number of comorbidities, was associated with a decreased likelihood of recovery from functional limitations. Diabetes mellitus, stroke, depressive symptoms, hip fracture, and knee pain had the strongest adverse effect upon recovery from functional limitations. In these community-dwelling elders, recovery from prevalent functional limitations was frequent. Increasing disease burden was associated with a decreased incidence of recovery. Diabetes mellitus, stroke, depressive symptoms, hip fracture, and knee pain had the strongest adverse effect on recovery from functional limitations.